Samsung Video Walls Deliver Maximum Impact
Display business content more effectively with seamless, multi-screen video imagery
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Introduction
Traditionally, video walls produced inferior images, were
costly to operate and offered limited sizes. Additionally, displays were heavy and bulky to carry, making them difficult
to install and remove for maintenance or replacement. Many
businesses were deterred from using them because the
power demands and cooling costs rendered them energy
inefficient.
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Samsung video wall technology solves these issues. With a
slim, lightweight profile, high-resolution imagery, and simply
daisy chain connectivity, the Samsung line of video walls
delivers superior picture quality, easy installation and simple
maintenance. The ability to connect a maximum of 100 video
displays into one large-scale video wall delivers a high-impact
presentation, which was previously unattainable. The built-in
cooling system helps the video wall stay cool around the
clock with minimum energy consumption, ensuring reliability,
continual play, and low total cost of ownership (TCO).
In the past, video wall manufacturers were presented with
the challenge of how to project a multiple-screen picture
without the visual distraction of thick mullions intersecting
the image. With a super-narrow bezel design and an ultrathin depth, Samsung video walls project uninterrupted views
of business content without the distraction of a thick frame.

Highlights
•
•
•

•

•

Gain greater impact by linking a maximum of 100
displays in one video wall
Achieve superb picture clarity, higher colour contrast,
and colour balance with in-box calibration software
Reduce energy use, save money and boost reliability
with built-in cooling, dependable 24-hour delivery and
extended lifespan
Enjoy a sleek design with slim bezels for uninterrupted
views and a lightweight, narrow profile for facilitating
installation and flexibility where space is limited
Attain a more eco-friendly environment with reduced
CO2 emissions and mercury-free components

ii

Attract Audience Attention with HighContrast Imagery and Slim Bezel Design

Advanced Technology Ensures
Reliability in Virtually Any Environment

Display business content using Samsung highimpact video walls

Eco-friendly design that minimizes carbon
footprint

In this digital era, people are increasingly using electronic
media to access information. As a result, businesses are considering alternative communication methods, such as digital
signage, to reach their target audience. Samsung high-impact
video walls feature bright, high-definition imagery to effectively communicate business content.

Samsung video walls use LED technology, which typically
uses much less power than conventional LFDs. They also
contain no mercury and produce reduced CO2 emissions
when compared to cold cathode fluorescent light (CCFL)
displays. These factors make them the preferred choice for
cost-conscious businesses that are also concerned about
protecting the environment.

Samsung video walls are cost-effective and eco-friendly
delivery systems that minimize print advertising costs and
lower environmental impact. This white paper describes how
Samsung video wall technology provides superior
image quality, manageability, reliability, and energy efficiency.

Engineered for reliability and longevity
Samsung engineers have introduced several new technologies that enable businesses to place their messages
precisely where they need to be seen. In many cases,
key placement may be outdoors or in other unfavourable
environments where typical displays cannot handle the elements. To withstand harsh environments such as heat, cold,
high humidity, dust, or bright sunlight, Samsung developed
several protective features to keep the video walls running
reliably.

Enhanced viewing experience with perfectly
balanced colour and narrow bezels
Samsung video walls use an i1 colour calibration device and
the White Balance application, that comes pre-installed on
each monitor, to improve overall picture quality. The White
Balance software supports several types of calibrations,
including
•
•
•
•
•
•

A heat protection plate is placed between the backlighting
and the glass, along with a wide air gap, for added circulation and optimal cooling. A diffuser plate on the back panel
spreads heat evenly to eliminate hot spots. These features
help ensure the displays will run efficiently and continuously,
resulting in stability, extended lifespan and minimal power
consumption.

Colour balance
Luminance
Higher contrast ratios
Temperature
Brightness
Gamma

Samsung super-bright video walls compensate for strong
ambient light conditions, ensuring the most vivid, lifelike
imagery available. Images are easy to see and read regardless of the amount of light in the surrounding environment.
Local dimming capabilities improve the picture contrast
ratio by decreasing the intensity of the dark image areas
while significantly increasing the brightness of lighter
areas. The display features an anti-reflection surface for
enhanced readability.

Each setting can be calibrated to a predefined profile for
uniformity throughout each monitor. The software can also
automatically adjust the colours on the display to compensate for the ambient light in the environment.
Users begin the calibration process by launching the White
Balance software. All functions can be handled remotely,
eliminating the need for on-site personnel.
Samsung video walls feature ultra-narrow 5.5 mm (0.21 in.)
bezels. The typical grid pattern, as seen in earlier models, is
virtually unnoticeable, providing the observer virtually seamless viewing for an enhanced video experience.

Special design features (such as a double-layered structure, screw-and-hole sealing and corner sealing) are
engineered into the housing to prevent dust particles from
entering the unit.
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Assemble Units Easily with Samsung’s
Patented Interlocking Design

Lightweight design and patented interlocking
technology for low-cost setup

Samsung innovative video wall technology
provides limitless applications

Samsung video walls are lightweight, making them easy
to lift and stack in a variety of configurations. For efficient
installation, Samsung developed a patented, videowall interlocking technology that enables users to snap
the displays together in minimal time. With simple-tounderstand instructions, there is no need to hire outside
installers, saving both time and expense on installation.

The flexibility to install the Samsung video walls virtually in
any configuration and on a large scale makes them ideal for
a vast array of businesses and on-site applications, including
•

•
•
•
•

Control rooms. Security centres, military installations,
police stations, meteorological offices, traffic control
centres
Public places. Shopping malls, office building lobbies,
the sides of city buildings, hotel lobbies, casinos
Event venues. Exhibit halls, sports arenas, trade
shows, convention halls
Transportation centres. Airport terminals, bus
stations, train stations
Conference rooms and lecture halls. Medical centres,
universities, institutions, hotels

Pyramid

Rectangle

Figure 2. Patented interlocking technology assures easy installation.

The slim profile gives the added advantage of placing
the video wall in areas with limited space, providing more
options and opportunities to deliver a digitized message.
The lightweight, slim profile and interlocking assembly make
the displays convenient to service and replace because a
single unit can be accessed without the need to dismantle
the entire video wall.

Basic (3 x 3)

Stair

Figure 3. Multiple configurations are possible for a variety of applications.

Samsung weather-resistant video walls suit a
variety of venues, inside or outside.
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Link Multiple Displays Using a Single
Distributor

Powerful network capabilities with maximum
100-unit connectivity

Screen burn-in protection
When video walls display the same image over an extended
period of time they become susceptible to screen burn-in.
This phenomenon is caused by a group of pixels running
constantly at high brightness. Then a charge builds up in the
pixel structure, which becomes permanently embedded on
the screen.

Samsung’s superior picture quality is achieved with a Digital
Visual Interface (DVI) out that permits sharing of content
among a maximum of 100 video displays through daisy
chain connectivity.
LCDs formerly had to be connected to the content source
individually. The digital loop-out system allows connection
to multiple LCDs without the need for separate video signal
distributors. The digital loop out also produces a single
image with no loss of quality. This method facilitates
installation and is a cost-effective way to link multiple
displays.

Samsung videos walls include a screen burn-in protection
function that prevents image retention. The screen
automatically produces the following anti-image retention
modes at preset intervals to alleviate this problem:
•
•
•

DVI out

•

DVI out

Screen scroll. The image scrolls down and comes
back up.
Pixel rotation. Each pixel rotates on and off and moves
one space.
Bar. Horizontal and vertical bars move together as they
intersect one another.
Eraser. Two blocks move together and cover the image
in sections.

The modes are enacted at fast intervals, barely noticeable to
the observer.

DVI out
DVI out

DVI out

“[Video walls] offer cutting-edge effects that
exploit such new technologies as HDTV and
help attract customers and other key audiences.”

DVI out

DVI out
DVI out

DVI out

— Jim Landy,
Business Development and
Technology Consultant for Electrosonic

Figure 4. DVI out interface permits sharing of content with a maximum of 100
displays using one distributor.
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Samsung Video Walls Deliver Reliability
with Eco-Friendly Engineering

Conclusion
Samsung Electronics offers businesses the unique ability to
deliver their messages to audiences with high-profile video
walls in a wide variety of configurations and environmental
applications. From the high-definition quality and precise
colour balance in the imagery to the ultra-narrow bezel
design and slim profile of the units, Samsung video walls are
the smart vehicle for conveying your business message and
making a lasting impression. With low energy consumption
and minimal harmful emissions or materials, Samsung
video walls deliver outstanding performance and reliability
24 hours a day, seven days a week, while remaining ecofriendly.
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